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HEPS Injection (Gang Xu) RF gymnastics for long. acc. & swap-out with BR for acc.@high E



DIAMOND-II Accumulator (Ian Martin) Build new BR for use as AR @ low E



Injection for SLS-II (Masamitsu Aiba) Az & anti-septum for off-axis @ low beta



Observations & Discussions
● Diamond has decided to optimize 6BA brightness through energy increase (3→3.5 GeV) rather than emittance 

decrease (160 pm rad @ 3.5 GeV in 561 m) → should help with IBS and Touschek
○ Does this only work for Diamond users (~20 keV)?
○ For other projects: can users’ demands only be satisfied by minimizing emittance?

● Different types of RF gymnastics proposed for longitudinal injection (SOLEIL, HEPS, PLS-II)
● Lots of experience in proton machines, but in light sources what is there beyond Peter's/Masamitsu's measurements 

on BESSY-II? Where do we take confidence from?
● What about effect of transients?

○ ALS with only modest 3HC tuning & 10% gap → 20 deg transient ~= 120 ps
○ In 4GSRs: gaps might be shorter, use active HCs and/or FBs

● No matter if we do on-axis or off-axis, we need short-pulse kickers (developments need to start well ahead of 
projects)

○ Low frequency helps (100 MHz → 20 ns kicker pulses)
○ Short-pulse kickers allow for single-bunch injection → 1/h perturbation → injection becomes much more 

transparent regardless of 
○ On the other hand, (short) gaps will likely remain necessary → trains remain an option → do flat-top 

requirements preclude short rise/fall times?
● Longitudinal accumulation appears to be much more robust compared to transverse accumulation, but will our 

machines still offer enough MA to enable it going forward (Bob Hettel: “If you have DA MA left you haven’t pushed 
your lattice hard enough”)


